
 

BAJARA 
CAPABILITY
STATEMENT 
Bajara, meaning “footprint” 
Manyjany language of the Noonukul Tribe 
on North Stradbroke Island. 

Bajara Plant Hire is Supply Nation Certified, and 
qualifies under the new Federal Government 

Indigenous Procurement Initiative.



BUSINESS OVERVIEW

Bajara is the leading provider of heavy machinery, plant and equipment for the energy,
rail, pipeline, civil construction, mining, and construction sectors across Australia and PNG.

Providing a modern and innovative approach to machinery hire solutions, the proven
experience and commitment of our workforce allows us to excel in service delivery while
working within the boundaries of proven successful processes.

ABOUT US

Bajara is owned and managed by a team of energetic experts committed to meeting and 
exceeding the needs of its clients by delivering quality solutions for civil construction, 
specialising in large-scale projects.

Harnessing the most powerful combination of specialised equipment and demonstrated
team experience, our vision is raising the benchmark in heavy equipment hire across
Australia and internationally.

We pride ourselves on providing high quality, reliable plant hire solutions and prioritising
relationships with our clients to get the very best outcomes every time.

Client-focussed. Inclusive. Safe.

The Bajara Plant Hire business model offers a uniquely integrated approach. Not only do
we provide safe and efficient equipment hire solutions, we also offer our expert guidance
assisting our clients to achieve the safe completion of the project within set timelines and
budget.

Bajara Business Strength 
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OUR SERVICES

Utilising a modern fleet of equipment, our
advanced plant hire services include pre-delivery
briefing, administration and insurances, safety and
maintenance support, and ongoing machine
review where required. We can monitor and
control machine performance to provide our
customers with accurate location, productivity,
and utilisation reports.

The diversity of our fleet and range of equipment allows us to provide the most suitable equipment 
to complete the project with the greatest efficiency and with the least impact on the environment. If 
our standard machine specs are not suitable, we have the capability to engineer and modify our 
equipment to meet any site-specific requirements. 

At Bajara, we pride ourselves on our ability to seamlessly integrate with our specialist engineering 
partner for Design and Construct projects. Our strategic partnership with Design Civil, a renowned 
engineering firm in the mining, resources and civil sectors, ensures that we deliver exceptional 
results in construction projects of varying size and scale. We collaborate closely with Design Civil to 
create innovative solutions for a wide variety of projects including:

EQUIPMENT

Machines include: 

Wet and Dry Hire Engagements

Design and Construct Engagements

Attachments include:

Rock breakers
Eccentric Rippers
Hydraulic Screening Buckets
Vacuum lifts
Angle tilt grader blades and buckets
Trenching, mud and GP buckets
Grabs
Shaker buckets
Compaction wheels
Stick rakes
Extender sticks (extra 3.5m reach)
Augers

Excavator ranging from 4t - 70t
Articulated Dump Trucks (Moxies)
Graders
Rollers
Front-end loaders
Dozers
Articulated water carts
Sand slingers
All terrain dumpers
Wheeled excavators (16t)
Skid Steer loaders (wheeled)
Multi-terrain loaders (posi tracks)

Drainage
Dams, channels and pipelines
Other infrastructure and urban development

Mining and resources
Roads
Rail

Services included:
Civil Construction
Specialist Plant Hire
Rehabilitation
Weed Management
Support Vehicles
Skilled Operators
Operator/People Management
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BAJARA MORAL COMPASS

We know people have the biggest impact on an organisation’s success and and engaged employ-
ee will take ownership of both personal and organisational outcomes
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A commitment to identifying and 
utilising learning opportunities for 
staff at all levels

Creating a culture 
of respect and 
value for internal 
staff and external 
stakeholders at 
every level 

Prioritising health and 
safety in the workplace 
with an awareness that 
every person deserves 
to return home safely 
from work 

Building supportive, mutual client 
relationships that are central to the 
success of the business 

Laying foundations of 
effective leadership to 
inspire, motivate and 
enhance team performance  

Sensitive to 
competitors 
place in the 
market and the 
community we 
serve 

Building a motivated and engaged 
workforce that takes pride in output 
to reach organisational goals

EDUCATION
PERFORMANCE

MANAGEMENT
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As one of the most prominent suppliers of equipment to some of the largest construction 
sites across Australia, our major clients include: 

OUR CLIENTS

Multiplex 
Origin Energy 
Liberty Industrial 
Adco
BMD
McConnell Dowell

Saipem
MPC Kinetic
Nacap
Santos
Spiecapag
John Holland
See Civil

Acciona
CPB (Leighton's Contractors) 
Fulton Hogan 
Goldings 
Ostwald Bros 
Hutchinson Builders 
FKG 
Lend Lease
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PROJECTS

Haughton Pipeline, Townsville QLD
Macintyre Wind Farm, QLD
Tindall RAAF Base Upgrade, Katherine NT
Eastern Goldfields Pipeline WA - 
Spiecapag Lucas
BMA Mine, mine expansion, Emerald QLD
Coal Connect Rail Line, Moranbah
QCLNG trunk, gathering gas, water pipelines
NNA water pipeline project, Nambour QLD
Gympie Bypass, QLD
Inland Rail, NSW

Fitzroy to Gladstone Pipeline, QLD
Toowoomba Flood Reconstruction, QLD
St. Albans to Werribee Water Pipeline 
- John Holland
Desalination Water Project, VIC
S.R.W.P water pipeline project, Ipswich to Gold 
Coast QLD
GLNG main gas transmission pipeline
Dampier to Bunbury 440km of gas pipeline 
looping, WA
Ironbridge, FMG
Carmichael Coal, Belyando
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At Bajara, we recognise that HSEQ is integral to our operations and the success of our clients’ projects. We place 
high priority on the safety and well-being of our team, clients, and the environment. Here’s how we excel in 
these critical areas:

By integrating HSEQ into every aspect of our work, we guarantee exceptional project outcomes and foster 
long-term relationships with our clients.

HEATH, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND QUALITY (HSEQ)

INSURANCE
Bajara holds a comprehensive set of insurances across workers compensation, public liability and 
equipment/vehicles. These detailed insurance arrangements give our clients comfort and confidence that we 
have all the necessary insurances to manage risk on project sites.

Work Cover Public Liability Vehicles and Equipment Insurance. 

We acknowledge the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people as the traditional 
custodians of this land and pay our respects to all Indigenous elders past and present. We are committed to a positive 

future for the Aboriginal community.

+614 5518 8288 admin@bajara.com.au

Proud supporter ofProud Indigenous Owned
Business and member of

Our comprehensive workplace health and safety policies ensure a secure work environment. We adhere to industry standards 
and continuously assess risks. Regular training empowers our workforce with the knowledge to prevent accidents and 
promote well-being. We encourage open communication, promptly addressing any incidents to prevent recurrence.

Health and Safety:

Environment: 
Bajara is committed to minimising our environmental footprint. We implement sustainable practices, such as efficient fuel 
usage and waste reduction. Our fleet includes a variety of new and modern Hitachi machinery that meet emissions standards 
and assist in conserving resources. Bajara is diligent to ensure we restore project sites to their natural state as far as possible, 
ensuring minimal impact on ecosystems. 

Quality: 
Our quality management system ensures consistency and excellence. We follow rigorous procedures from project inception 
to completion. We learn from each project to enhance our processes. Delivering quality outcomes is for our clients is our 
passion. We actively seek feedback to improve our services.


